Windows Phone Error Code 80072FA8

After updating my Windows 7 phone (HTC Trophy), I am unable to connect to the Internet (via 3G). I am getting error code 80072FA8. I looked through other posts on how to fix the error code 1012 - Virgin HTC Desire 510. Error code 80072FA8 on Nokia Lumia 610.

Windows Phone Error Code 80072FA8 appears when trying to download an app and is discussed on discussions.nokia.com/t5/Nokia-Lumia/Market-error-code. Don't buy Nokia if you expect to be able to change your age - this is totally stupid. Born in 1991, not 2015.

Related sites that may be useful: Windows Phone Error Code 80072FA8 - YouTube: Jul 20, 2011.

Nokia Error Code 80072fa8
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Highly Recommended:- backspacetab.com/windows-phone-error-code-80072fa8/ Windows This error code appears when trying to download an app and is discussed on discussions.nokia.com/t5/Nokia-Lumia/Market-error-code. Don't buy Nokia if you expect to be able to change your age - this is totally stupid. Born in 1991, not 2015.
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